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Abstract1

Clinical trials are fundamental in developing new drugs, medical devices, and treat-2

ments. However, they are often time-consuming and have low success rates. Although3

there have been initial attempts to create large language models (LLMs) for clinical trial4

design and patient-trial matching, these models remain task-specific and not adaptable to5

diverse clinical trial tasks. To address this challenge, we propose a clinical trial founda-6

tion model named Panacea, designed to handle multiple tasks, including trial search, trial7

summarization, trial design, and patient-trial matching. We also assemble a large-scale8

dataset, named TrialAlign, of 793,279 trial documents and 1,113,207 trial-related scien-9

tific papers, to infuse clinical knowledge into the model by pre-training. We further curate10

TrialInstruct, which has 200,866 of instruction data for fine-tuning. These resources11

enable Panacea to be widely applicable for a range of clinical trial tasks based on user12

requirements.13

We evaluated Panacea on a new benchmark, named TrialPanorama, which covers eight14

clinical trial tasks. Our method performed the best on seven of the eight tasks compared15

to six cutting-edge generic or medicine-specific LLMs. Specifically, Panacea showed great16

potential to collaborate with human experts in crafting the design of eligibility criteria,17

study arms, and outcome measures, in multi-round conversations. In addition, Panacea18

achieved 14.42% improvement in patient-trial matching, 41.78% to 52.02% improvement19

in trial search, and consistently ranked at the top for five aspects of trial summarization.20

Our approach demonstrates the effectiveness of Panacea in clinical trials and establishes21

a comprehensive resource, including training data, model, and benchmark, for developing22

clinical trial foundation models, paving the path for AI-based clinical trial development.23
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Introduction24

Clinical trials are research studies conducted on humans to evaluate the safety and efficacy25

of new medical treatments, interventions, or devices before they are approved for widespread26

use. They form the foundation of modern medicine.1–5 The challenges in clinical trials are27

three-fold. First, a clinical trial involves several interconnected design components, including28

trial descriptions, eligibility criteria, study arms, outcome metrics, and more, that need to be29

collectively designed to ensure optimal patient recruitment and outcome assessment. Second,30

clinical trial data are usually highly sensitive and private, hence often not amenable to pubic31

cloud-based tools (e.g., GPT-46) for processing and analysis. Third, clinical trial develop-32

ment requires multiple tasks, such as eligibility criteria design and patient recruitment, which33

require substantial domain expertise.34

Machine learning models have shown promise in improving clinical trial development.7–1235

However, current models are often specialized for specific tasks, leading to challenges in man-36

aging the resulting models and utilizing training data effectively across interconnected clinical37

trial activities. Recently, foundation models have been highlighted as the generalist AI that38

can solve multiple tasks in many biomedical domains.13–19 For example, GPT-4 was used39

to assist clinical trial design and trial-patient matching.7,20–22 We thus hypothesize that a40

small but specialized clinical trial foundation model could be a Swiss Army Knife tool that41

simultaneously addresses multiple clinical trial tasks.42

We present Panacea, a clinical trial foundation model that can address eight clinical trial43

tasks, including trial design, patient-trial matching, trial search, and trial summarization. The44

training of Panacea consists of an alignment step and an instruction-tuning step. During the45

alignment step, we train Panacea from a general-domain model using a large collection of trial46

documents and trial-related scientific papers. This step adapts Panacea to the vocabulary47

commonly used in clinical trials. To conduct the alignment, we create the TrialAlign dataset48

from diverse resources, covering a comprehensive set of indications and medications for any49

clinical trial. The instruction-tuning step further enables Panacea to comprehend the user50

explanation of the task definition and the output requirement. By leveraging our curated51

TrialInstruct dataset, Panacea can handle multiple clinical trial tasks without needing to52

re-train.53

We compared Panacea to six cutting-edge large language models on a new clinical trial54

benchmark TrialPanorama. This benchmark covers eight tasks spanning trial design, patient-55

trial matching, trial search, and trial summarization. Our experiments showed that Panacea56

can facilitate experts through conversations, leading to superior design of eligibility criteria,57

study arms, and outcome measures. Especially on patient-trial matching, we found that our58

method achieved, on average, 14.42% F1 improvement on two datasets. On trial search,59

Panacea obtained a 41.78% improvement in query generation and a 52.02% improvement in60

query expansion. Finally, we propose evaluating trial summaries based on the alignment of61

their trial goals, conclusions, and keywords with reference summaries. We found that Panacea62

yield the best performance for the challenging multi-trial summarization tasks.63

We have made all our training datasets (TrialAlign and TrialInstruct) and the evalu-64

ation benchmark (TrialPanorama) available for future research and benchmarking of clinical65

trial foundation models. Additionally, we have open-sourced the code and model weights66

of Panacea. Panacea can run on a single-GPU machine, making it easy to use within an67

organization. Fine-tuning Panacea on 200 thousand documents only takes seven hours using68

a standard cluster with 4 A-100 GPUs. This advantage allows for further customization of69

Panacea on local proprietary data using limited computational resources.70
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Table 1: We curate TrialPanorama benchmark to evaluate our trial foundation Panacea on
eight clinical trial tasks spanning trial design, patient-trial matching, trial search, and trial
summarization. Here is the summary of the clinical trial tasks, dataset sizes, and evaluation
metrics.

Task type Task name Metric Description
Data size

Train Dev Test

Trial search
Query generation Jaccard index Generate searchable queries based on specific clinical

trial requirements for database retrieval.
1,837 324 925

Query expansion Jaccard index Broaden search parameters to include related terms and
conditions to enhance trial discovery.

43,350 7,650 2,500

Trial summarization
Single-trial summarization ROUGE, LLM-based

metric
Summarize key details and results of individual clinical
trials.

4,250 7,50 1,000

Multi-trial summarization ROUGE, LLM-based
metric

Compile and compare outcomes across multiple clinical
trials for comprehensive insights.

1,725 304 252

Trial design
Criteria design BLEU

ROUGE
Clinical relevance

Define eligibility criteria for patient selection in clinical
trials.

30,559 5,392 549

Study arm design Develop different intervention groups to assess the effects
of treatments.

45516 8032 549

Outcome measure design Establish methods for measuring trial results and effec-
tiveness of interventions.

38,088 6,721 549

Patient-trial matching Patient-trial matching F1, BACC, KAPPA Match eligible patients with suitable clinical trials, 3-
class classification problem

24,146 4,261 11,341

Results71

Overview of Panacea72

Our goal is to develop Panacea, a domain-specific foundation model for clinical trial tasks.73

Like previous works on developing domain-specific foundation models,23,24 the biggest chal-74

lenge for developing Panacea is to curate the high-quality fine-tuning data to align Panacea75

to clinical trial vocabulary and create the specific instruction data for clinical trial tasks.76

Panacea consists of two main steps: an alignment step, which adapts Panacea to the vocab-77

ulary used in clinical trials, and an instruction-tuning step, which instructs Panacea on each78

clinical trial task. We built two datasets TrialAlign and TrialInstruct for the alignment79

step and the instruction-tuning step, respectively.80

TrialAlign consists of 793,279 de-identified trial documents collected from 14 diverse81

sources and 1,113,207 scientific papers related to clinical trials (see Methods), representing a82

large-scale collection of clinical trial documents. By classifying these trial documents to terms83

in the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) ontology, we found that at least 10084

conditions have 10,000 documents (Fig. 1a), indicating the good coverage of our dataset.85

Likewise, by classifying trial-related scientific papers to Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)86

terms, we found that at least 119 terms have more than 10,000 papers and at least 1,92187

terms have more than 1,000 papers (Fig. 1b). The scale and the coverage of TrialAlign88

enable Panacea to be generalized to various conditions and treatments.89

TrialInstruct contains instruction-tuning data from eight diverse tasks, including crite-90

ria design, study arm design, outcome measure design, patient-trial matching, query genera-91

tion, query expansion, single-trial summarization, and multi-trial summarization, instructing92

Panacea on solving these tasks (Fig. 1c). Each task contains at least 2,000 data points,93

where each data point contains an instruction, an input, and an output (Fig. 1d). Since94

these eight tasks are related, we jointly fine-tuned the model using instruction data from these95

eight tasks, transforming Panacea into an all-in-one tool for clinical trial applications (Fig.96

1e).97

To evaluate Panacea, we built the first large-scale benchmark TrialPanorama that covers98

eight specific tasks in clinical trials (Table 1). Since these tasks contain both classification and99

generation tasks, TrialPanorama allows us to evaluate Panacea in various machine learning100

settings. We made this benchmark fully open-source.101
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Hello. You are a helpful assistant for clinical trial recruitment. Your task is to 
compare a given patient note and the inclusion criteria of a clinical trial to 
determine the patient's eligibility. The factors that allow someone to participate in 
a clinical study are called inclusion criteria. They are based on characteristics 
such as age, gender, the type and stage of a disease, previous treatment history, 
and other medical conditions.

Here is the patient note: A 58-year-old African-American woman presents to the 
ER with episodic pressing/burning anterior chest pain that began two days earlier 
for the first time in her life...
Here is the clinical trial:
Title: Low Back Pain Patient Education Evaluation
Summary: Back pain is one of the most common of all symptoms. It is also ... 

The patient, a 58-year-old woman, presented with chest pain but no history of 
back pain. The clinical trial requires participants who have seen a doctor for back 
pain in the past year. Since this criterion isn't met, she is not eligible for the trial.

Trial-level eligibility: 0) Would not refer this patient for this clinical trial.

a c

b d

e

Figure 1: Overview of Panacea. a, Number of de-identified trial documents in each ICD-10
category. The top 100 conditions with the most number of trial documents are illustrated
here. b, Bar plot showing the most frequent diseases in clinical trial publications according to
the MeSH terms. c, Bar plot showing the number of instruction data points per clinical trial
task in TrialInstruct. d, An example of an instruction data point in TrialInstruct. e,
Panacea first uses TrialAlign to fine-tune Mistral, then uses TrialInstruct for instruction
tuning. We create TrialPanorama benchmark to evaluate Panacea and other LLMs on trial
tasks.
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Accurate trial search through query generation and expansion102

Clinical trial search is an important task for clinical trial design and research. Trial designers103

often need to study similar trials to ensure their design aligns with existing trials. The goal of104

the trial search is to find relevant trials based on user inputs, which serves as the foundation for105

designing and matching trials. The key to a successful trial search is to create comprehensive106

search terms. As a result, we evaluate query generation, which converts unstructured user107

input to a list of keywords (Fig. 2a), and query expansion, which further expands this keyword108

list to relevant terms (Fig. 2b). These two tasks assess the ability to derive high-quality109

queries based on user intent, which is crucial for a successful trial search.110

We first evaluated query generation by formulating it as a text classification problem that111

classifies user inputs into specific diseases, interventions, phases, status, and study types. We112

found that Panacea substantially outperformed existing approaches regarding the Jaccard113

index (Fig. 2d). The improvement is larger on diseases and interventions, which are more114

challenging due to the large number of classes in these two categories (Fig. 2c), indicating115

that Panacea can accurately convert user inputs into the structured format that is compatible116

with downstream machine learning classifiers.117

Next, we evaluated query expansion by formulating it as a text generation problem. We118

did not provide the candidate keywords to the models since real-world keywords might have119

never been seen in the training trials. Similar to our observations in the query generation,120

Panacea achieved the best results on query expansion in terms of Jaccard index (Fig. 2e).121

We attribute the inferior performance of existing models on query expansion to the lack122

of fine-tuning on trial-related datasets. In contrast, Panacea is fine-tuned on TrialAlign,123

adapting it to the vocabulary used in clinical trials. The promising results of Panacea on124

query expansion and generation demonstrate its ability to precisely understand user intent,125

providing an accurate tool for finding relevant clinical trials.126

A novel metric to evaluate trial summarization127

Once similar trials are identified, the next task is to understand those trials via summarization.128

We evaluated the performance of Panacea on trial summarization. We studied both single-129

trial summarization, which aims to provide a concise summary of a specific trial study (Fig.130

3a), and multi-trial summarization, which aims to summarize multiple trial studies that study131

similar conditions and interventions (Fig. 3b).132

Since it could be biased to evaluate summarization using lexical-based metrics, we propose133

a novel metric based on large language models (see Methods, Supplementary Figures 1134

and 2). In particular, we provided the ground truth summarization and the model-generated135

summarization to Claude and asked if these summarizations studied the same problem and136

made the same conclusion. We found that Panacea and comparison approaches can correctly137

summarize the trial goal, while the summarization of the trial conclusion is less accurate (Fig.138

3c-d). Moreover, summarizing multiple trials is more challenging than summarizing a single139

trial based on the proposed metric. Nevertheless, our method still outperformed comparison140

approaches in summarizing multiple trials, suggesting its potential to assist researchers in141

extracting key information from many related trial studies.142

We further used query generation and query expansion to evaluate trial summarization143

by extracting diseases, and interventions, and expanding them (Fig. 3c-d) from each trial.144

We examined whether the generated summarization can derive the same keywords as the145

ground truth summarization. We found that Panacea achieved the best performance on three146

of the six keyword categories while achieving comparable on the other categories. Moreover,147

we calculated the ROUGE score, which is used as the metric for trial summarization in148

previous works,25,26 and observed improved performance by Panacea as well on multi-trial149
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I am looking for clinical trials related to the 
condition of diabetes. The trials should 
involve a behavioral intervention. I am only 
interested in trials that are not yet recruiting. 
The study type should be interventional.

       "diseases": ["Diabetes"],
       "interventions": ["Behavioral"],
       “status”: [“NOT YET RECRUITING”],
       “Study Type”: ["INTERVENTIONAL”]

AREA[Condition]"Diabetes" AND 
AREA[InterventionType]"Behavioral" AND 
AREA[OverallStatus]"NOT YET RECRUITING" 
AND AREA[StudyType]"INTERVENTIONAL"
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Figure 2: Evaluation on trial search. a, Query generation aims to convert free text
user input into a structured query that contains five categories: disease, intervention, phase,
status, and study type. b, Query expansion aims to expand a set of keywords. Candidate
keywords are not provided. c, Comparison of query generation in five specific categories in
terms of Jaccard index. d, Comparison of query generation in terms of Jaccard index. e,
Comparison of query expansion in terms of Jaccard index.
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summarization (Fig. 3e). Finally, we used a case study to show that Panacea can correctly150

summarize the goal and the conclusion for 11 trial studies, while comparison models failed to151

(Fig. 3f).152

Improved performance on clinical trial design153

The first step toward a successful trial execution is designing a detailed trial protocol synopsis.154

We evaluated Panacea on three tasks in trial design (See examples in Fig. 4a): Criteria155

design defines the eligibility criteria (i.e., the inclusion and exclusion criteria) for patient156

recruitment; Study arm design outlines the different treatment arms that will be applied to157

different patient subgroups; Outcome measures design specifies the metrics that are used158

to assess the trial success. We formulated these three tasks as a conditional text generation159

problem, which takes conditions, treatments, and the design of previous steps (e.g., reference160

criteria are used to generate study arms) as inputs to generate specific design text.161

Because trials are described in plain text, we first exploited standard natural language162

processing metrics BLEU and ROUGE to evaluate the lexical similarity. We found that163

Panacea attained the best performance on all three clinical trial design tasks in terms of164

BLEU and ROUGE (Fig. 4b). First, we observed that Panacea substantially outperformed165

general-domain models, including our base model Mistral,27 confirming the benefit of fine-166

tuning using clinical trial-related data. Second, we found that Panacea improved the study167

arm design more than the other two tasks. Compared to criteria and outcome measures,168

study arm descriptions are more customized according to the disease and the treatment. The169

larger improvement of Panacea on study arms design demonstrates Panacea’s strong gener-170

alization ability. Finally, BioMistral,28 which is fine-tuned on general biomedical data, also171

outperformed Mistral, further demonstrating the value of domain-specific data. Neverthe-172

less, Panacea still outperformed BioMistral by fine-tuning using our clinical trial-specific data173

TrialAlign and TrialInstruct, suggesting that data with improving domain specificity174

leads to better performance.175

Lexical similarity metrics are widely used to evaluate text generation problems, but might176

not be clinically specific enough to evaluate the generations by Panacea. Recently, LLMs177

have been used to evaluate the generated text by exploiting their strong ability in text un-178

derstanding. Here, we exploit Claude29 to evaluate these three tasks by asking the model179

whether the generated task is clinically relevant (see Methods, Supplementary Figures180

3-5). We found that Panacea outperforms all methods on criteria and study arms design,181

demonstrating the high quality of generation by Panacea (Fig. 4b).182

Moreover, we examined a De Novo generation setting, using the generated output in the183

previous step as the input for the next step. For example, we used the generated criteria184

instead of the reference criteria as the input for generating study arms. De Novo generation185

frees users from providing any descriptions for the trial. We found that the performance186

of all methods dropped in this setting compared to the setting that utilizes reference input187

(Fig. 4c). Nevertheless, our method still outperforms all existing methods by a large margin,188

indicating its superior performance on this De Novo trial design. We further compared the189

generated text by three methods with the ground truth text on criteria design, where only190

Panacea can generate the correct criteria (Fig. 4d). Collectively, the promising performance191

of Panacea demonstrates its potential to automate clinical trial design.192

Accurate patient-trial matching193

We next evaluate the performance of Panacea on patient-trial matching. Given a patient note194

and a trial description, we aim to determine whether this patient is eligible for the trial by195
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Bioequivalence Study of 500 mg and 
1000 mg Glucophage (Metformin) 
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Study Overview
Participation Criteria

Eligibility Criteria

Ages Eligible for Study

Study Plan
Arms and Interventions

Outcome Measures

...

Summary

To demonstrate the bio-
equivalence of 500 mg and 
1000 mg Glucophage 
tablets manufactured by 
BMS relative to the 
respective strengths of 500 
mg and 1000 mg Diabex 
tablets marketed,,,

Single-trial summarization

a
Randomized trial of ciprofloxacin 
compared with other antimicrobial 
therapy in the treatment of osteomyelitis.

Thirty adults (mean age, 52 years) were enrolled in a randomized, 

comparative trial of oral ciprofloxacin (750 mg twice daily) and 

other antimicrobial therapies. Etiologic agents included 

Enterobacteriaceae (18 isolates), Pseudomonas aeruginosa 

(16 isolates), and Staphylococcus aureus (four isolates). 

Abstract

Summary

Limited evidence suggests 
that the method of antibiotic 
administration (oral versus 
parenteral) does not affect 
the rate of disease remission 
if the bacteria are sensitive 
to the antibiotic used. 
However, this and the lack...

Multi-trial summarization
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Panacea

Study #1:
Sulfasalazine therapy for psoriatic arthritis: a double blind, 
placebo controlled trial.
Abstract
Thirty-seven patients with psoriatic arthritis were entered 
into a 12-week prospective, controlled......

Study #11:
Sulphasalazine in the management of psoriatic arthritis..
Abstract
There are few 'second-line' drugs available for the treatment 
of PSA and their use is often limited by toxicity...

The studies suggest that sulfasalazine and 
methotrexate may be effective treatments 
for psoriatic arthritis, but the evidence is 
limited by small sample sizes and short 
follow-up periods. Further studies are 
needed to determine the optimal dosage and 
duration of treatment, as well as the 
long-term efficacy and safety of these drugs 
in patients with psoriatic arthritis.

Reference review

Parenteral high dose methotrexate and 
sulfasalazine are the only two agents with 
well demonstrated published efficacy 
in psoriatic arthritis. ...suggests that 
they may be effective but that further 
multicentre clinical trials are required 
to establish their efficacy. Furthermore, 
the magnitude... 

The summary of the key findings from the 
provided abstracts is as follows: The efficacy 
and safety of the oral gold compound 
auranofin and intramuscular gold thiomalate 
have been compared in a placebo-controlled, 
double-blind, four-centre trial in 82 patients 
with psoriatic arthritis requiring remittive drug 
therapy. There were statistically significant 
falls in Ritchie articular index, visual analogue 
pain score and ESR at 12 and 24 weeks ... 
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Figure 3: Evaluating Panacea on trial summarization. a,b, Trial summarization aims to
provide a concise summary, including trial goal and conclusion, for a single trial (a) or multiple
trials (b). c,d, Evaluation on single-trial summarization (c) and multiple-trial summarization
(d) by using Claude-based metric and trial search-based metrics. e, Comparison on trial
search in terms of ROUGE. f, A case study illustrating how Panacea successfully summarize
multiple studies.
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Study arms Outcome measures

Primary outcome measuresParticipant group/arm

Secondary outcome measuresIntervention/treatment

Condition

Treatment

Trial setup

Description

Criteria

Inclusion criteria

Exclusion criteria

Age > 18

Informed consent signed

Pregnant or lactating females
History of major depression 
disorder or suicidal attempt or 
suicidal ideation

X-ray diagnosed pneumonia
Active Comparator: Standard 
care

Drug: Interferon-ß-1a

Combination Product: Standard 
   of Care (SOC)

Time to negative conversion of 
SARS-CoV-2 nasopharyngeal swab
Time Frame: From baseline to day 
29

Improvement in clinical severity 
score (a)
Time Frame: Baseline, days 7, 15, 
21, 29
...

a

b

Criteria Arms Outcome0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

BL
EU

d

...Patients who have taken antibiot-
ics within a certain timeframe before 
the trial;
Those who have taken other 
medications that may interfere with 
the study drug;
those who have taken other medica-
tions that may interfere with the 
study drug within a certain timeframe

...Patients taking antibiotics or 
other bladder drugs 48 hours 
before the trial, which may affect 
the results' interpretation;
patients who are currently using 
antibiotics, antifungal medication, 
or other medicines that impact the 
urinary system, as these could 
affect the results of the study.

...Malignant neoplasms of the 
urinary tract, including genital and 
digestive organs;
Patients with any of following 
conditions requiring hospitalization: 
serious condition, such as heart 
failure, or myocardial infarction, 
macrohematuri, and complicated 
cystitis;
Patients requiring prohibited medica-

Intervention / Treatment: Drug: Raphamin, Placebo

Conditions: Cystitis Chronic, Cystitis Bacterial, Recur-
rence of Chronic Bacterial Cystitis

Trial setup

Exclusion Criteria: ...
Presence of malignant neoplasms of the urinary tract, ureter 
stone, more than 50 ml of residual urine in the bladder, suspicion 
of bladder tuberculosis;
Indications for hospitalization due to a serious condition, 
macrohematuria, complicated cystitis;
Various medical conditions (unstable angina pectoris, recent 
myocardial infarction, chronic kidney disease, hepatic impairment, 
decompensated diabetes mellitus, immunodeficiency, etc.)...

Description: phase 3 clinical trial of the efficacy and 
safety of raphamin in prevention of recurrences of chronic 
bacterial cystitis

...

...

Reference trial design
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Figure 4: Evaluation on clinical trial design. a, Problem setting of clinical trial design,
which aims to generate criteria, study arms, and outcome measures. Criteria are used as input
to generate study arms. Criteria and study arms are used to generate the outcome measures.
b, Evaluation on trial design in terms of BLEU, ROUGE, and clinical relevance, where the
reference design in the previous step is given as the input to the next step. c, Evaluation on
trial design in terms of BLEU, ROUGE, and clinical relevance, where the generated design in
the previous step is given as the input to the next step. d, A case study comparing criteria
generation by different methods. Panacea can generate criteria that match the reference trial
design.
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formulating this problem as a three-class classification task: eligible, excluded, or irrelevant196

(Fig. 5a).197

We first evaluated our method on the TREC 2021 dataset,30 which consists of a training198

set and a test set. We used the training set to construct instructions in TrialAlign, and then199

assessed the performance of Panacea on the test set. We found that Panacea outperformed200

all comparison approaches in terms of balanced accuracy (BACC), Cohen’s KAPPA score,201

Recall, Precision, and F1, indicating the effectiveness of using TrialInstruct to fine-tune202

the model (Fig. 5b-f). To investigate the generalizability of our method, we further tested203

our method on the SIGIR dataset31 where the entire dataset is used as the test set. We found204

that our method again attained the best performance on all three metrics, demonstrating the205

strong generalizability of our method.206

As the eligible class is crucial for patient-trial recruitment, we further examined a binary207

classification setting. In this setting, we grouped ”excluded” and ”irrelevant” into one cat-208

egory, and ”eligible” into the other in order to determine whether a patient is eligible for a209

trial. Our method outperformed all comparison approaches in terms of F1, precision, and210

recall, indicating its applicability to real-world trial recruitment (Fig. 5g-i). Finally, we211

used a case study to illustrate how our method successfully classified a patient as eligible by212

examining each criterion and coming to a conclusion based on their criteria (Fig. 5j). In213

contrast, LLaMA-232 made an incorrect conclusion by hallucinating an exclusion criterion not214

stated in the trial description.215

Discussion216

In this paper, we introduce a specialized foundation model called Panacea for use in clin-217

ical trials. We tested Panacea in eight different clinical trial tasks, including trial design,218

patient-trial matching, trial search, and trial summarization. In comparison to other gen-219

eral domain foundation models and biomedical foundation models, Panacea demonstrated220

state-of-the-art performance across all eight tasks. We believe that the impressive per-221

formance of Panacea can be attributed to the fine-tuning process using TrialAlign and222

TrialInstruct. TrialAlign comprises a large collection of trial documents and papers223

from various areas, allowing Panacea to be applied to different conditions and treatments.224

Meanwhile, TrialInstruct contains 200,866 instructions curated from existing databases,225

effectively guiding Panacea in each task. Furthermore, we have developed a clinical trial226

benchmark TrialPanorama and a language model-based metric for evaluating trial summa-227

rization. Together, these resources offer an end-to-end solution for AI-based clinical trial228

development.229

The rapid development of large language models (LLMs) has enabled their potential as230

foundational models for medical tasks.14 Current efforts predominantly follow two strate-231

gies: fine-tuning general domain LLMs with medical domain datasets,33–35 and instructing a232

general domain LLM with a description of the target tasks and showing example inputs and233

outputs (referred to as “prompting”).36–38 The MedPaLM model is a prime example of the234

first approach, illustrating how fine-tuning a general domain model on medical datasets can235

markedly enhance its ability to answer medical questions.34 This success has inspired further236

research into fine-tuning LLMs for specific clinical trial tasks, such as generating eligibility cri-237

teria.7 Moreover, it has been demonstrated that generalist LLMs can be effectively adapted238

to medical tasks through strategic prompting.38 In the direction of prompting, TrialGPT239

showcased that GPT-4 can be adapted to predict patient eligibility for clinical trials through240

prompting.20 However, these approaches either do not address clinical trial tasks or focus on241

individual clinical trial-related tasks. In contrast, Panacea outlines a comprehensive range242
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Bioequivalence Study of 500 mg and 
1000 mg Glucophage (Metformin) 
Tablets in Healthy Subjects

Inclusion criteria

Patient note
An 8-year-old male presents in 
March to the ER with fever up to 
39 C, dyspnea and cough for 2 
days. He has just returned from a 
5 day vacation in Colorado. 
Parents report that prior to the 
onset of fever and cough, he had 
loose stools. He denies upper 
respiratory tract symptoms. On 
examination he is in respiratory 
distress and has bronchial 
respiratory sounds on the left. 
A chest x-ray and ECG shows 
abnormalities.

Matching

Exclusion criteria

Healthy male and female subjects aged 18 to 45 years.

ECG or vital signs abnormalities (clinically significant).

Have a body mass index between 18,5 and 27 kg/m2.

Excluded

Irrelevent

Eligible

a

A 58-year-old African-American woman presents to the ER 
with episodic pressing/burning anterior chest pain that began 
two days earlier for the first time in her life. The pain started while 
she was walking, radiates to the back, and is accompanied by 
nausea, diaphoresis and mild dyspnea, but is not increased on 
inspiration. The latest episode of pain ended half an hour prior 
to her arrival. She is known to have hypertension and obesity. 
She denies smoking, diabetes, hypercholesterolemia, or a family 
history of heart disease. She currently takes no medications. 
Physical examination is normal. The EKG shows nonspecific 
changes.

Title: Investigation of the Biomarker Copeptin in Patients With Acute Myocardial Infarction

Summary: While troponin is not detectable until several hours after an Acute Myocardial 
Infarction (AMI), copeptin is expected to be elevated very early after an AMI. A combination 
of both markers for the diagnosis of AMI early after the event is therefore expected to be 
advantageous.

Inclusion criteria:
The subject must be 18 years of age or older.
The subject must present to the Emergency Department with symptoms consistent with 
acute coronary syndromes (e.g., chest discomfort/pain, squeezing/fullness in the chest, 
pain radiating to left or both arms, jaw pain, pain in the back/neck/stomach, shortness of 
breath, cold sweat, nausea/vomiting, lightheadedness).

Okay, let's go through this step-by-step:
1. The patient is a 58-year-old African-American woman, which meets 
the inclusion criteria of being 18 years of age or older.
2. The patient presents with symptoms consistent with acute coronary 
syndromes, including chest discomfort/pain, radiating to the back, 
accompanied by nausea, diaphoresis, and mild dyspnea.
Based on the information provided in the patient note and the inclusion 
criteria of the clinical trial, the patient appears to be 
eligible for the trial.

Trial-level eligibility: 2) Highly likely to refer this patient for this clinical trial.

Panacea
Based on the patient note and the clinical trial, I would assess the patient's 
eligibility as follows:
Patient note:
* Age: 58 (meets inclusion criteria of 18 years or older)
* Gender: Female (meets inclusion criteria of any gender)
* Medical history: Hypertension and obesity (does not meet exclusion 
criteria of any medical condition that would interfere with the study)
* Current medications: None (meets inclusion criteria of taking no medica-
tions)
* Symptoms: Episodic pressing/burning anterior chest pain (meets inclusion 
criteria of symptoms consistent with acute coronary syndromes)
Trial-level eligibility: 0) Would not refer this patient for this clinical trial.
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Figure 5: Evaluation on patient-trial matching. a, Problem setting of patient-trial
matching, which classifies a patient into three categories based on the patient note and the
trial description. b-f Comparison on two patient-trial matching datasets SIGIR and TREC
2021 in terms of balanced accuracy (BACC) (b), Cohen’s KAPPA (c), recall (d), precision
(e), and F1 (f). g-i Comparison on classifying patients into eligible and ineligible in terms
of F1 (g), precision (h), and recall (i). j, A case study illustrating how Panacea successfully
classifies the patient into eligible by examining each criterion.
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of clinical trial tasks suitable for AI assistance, establishing the first versatile foundational243

model specifically designed for clinical trial applications.244

This study has several limitations that we would like to address in the future. First,245

despite being fine-tuned on clinical trial instruction datasets, LLMs may still produce bi-246

ased or low-quality outputs. Enhancing model alignment such as reinforcement learning from247

human feedback39 is crucial future work before Panacea can be deployed in production set-248

tings. Second, for high-stakes applications such as clinical trials, it is essential to detect and249

regulate LLM hallucinations, which can occur, particularly in areas not well-covered by the250

LLM training data. It is worth exploring to enable LLMs to either reject an answer40 or251

utilize external knowledge bases to correct its outputs.41 Third, continually updating the252

model’s knowledge is vital for maintaining relevance and accuracy in a rapidly evolving med-253

ical landscape. Therefore, it is worth exploring efficient knowledge updating techniques for254

Panacea42 or enhancing it with retrieval-augmented generation.43 Fourth, although Panacea255

demonstrates significant improvements across various benchmark datasets, there is a need to256

develop more evaluation metrics to comprehensively assess LLM performance in more clinical257

trial tasks. Additionally, conducting user studies could further demonstrate the benefits of258

Panacea in assisting experts with clinical development projects.259
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Method260

Creating TrialAlign dataset261

Data collection We first collected trial documents (English version) from 14 sources, as262

shown in Supplementary Table 1. Each clinical trial data consists of various parts that263

encapsulate the essence of the study. For instance, the “Study Overview” provides a general264

summary and a detailed description of the trial, along with its official title and the health con-265

ditions being targeted. The “Intervention/Treatment” section describes the medical approach266

or therapy being tested. The “Eligibility Criteria” outlines who can participate, detailing the267

eligibility requirements, age, and sex specifications, and whether healthy volunteers are ac-268

cepted. The “Study Plan” delves into the methodology, explaining the design of the study,269

the types of interventions and arms involved, and the outcomes being measured, both primary270

and secondary. This structured approach ensures a comprehensive understanding of the trial’s271

scope, methodology, and intended outcomes. We then collected trial papers in two databases,272

i.e., Embase and PubMed, from Cochrane Library’s trial section.44 These papers provide a273

rich foundation of medical knowledge and evidence-based findings beneficial to the model’s274

learning.275

Filtering For trial documents, we further conduct intra- and inter-source de-duplication and276

then remove the personally identifiable information (PII), finally obtaining 793k trial docu-277

ment data. Further, to avoid information leakage, we selected documents with registration278

dates before 2023-01-01 as the training corpus. The remaining is used for test data curation.279

For trial papers, we de-duplicated all the papers and the final 1.11M trial paper corpus con-280

sists of abstracts of all the papers and full text of 97k papers from PubMed Central (PMC).281

Similarly, to avoid information leakage, we choose papers published before 2023-01-01, which282

ensures the dates of related clinical trials of the selected papers are definitely before 2023-01-283

01.284

Document/paper structure organization For trial documents, we follow the format285

shown in clinicaltrial.gov45 to organize all the corpus for alignment. Each trial document286

is arranged into a markdown format passage. For trial documents from clinicaltrial.gov,287

each document contains section (1) “Public Title”; (2) “Study Overview” covering subsec-288

tions “Brief Summary”, “Detailed Description”, “Official Title”, “Conditions” and “Inter-289

vention/Treatment”; (3) Participation Criteria, including subsections “Eligibility Criteria”,290

“Ages Eligibility for Study”, “Sexes Eligibility for Study” and “Accepts Healthy Volunteers”;291

(4) “Study Plan”, including subsection “How is the study designed?” that contains “Design292

Details” and “Arms and Interventions”, subsection “What is the study measuring?” con-293

taining primary and secondary outcome measures; (5)Terms related to the study. For trial294

documents from other sources, each document contains “Public Title”, “Scientific Title”,295

“Study Type”, “Study Design”, “Intervention”, “Inclusion Criteria”, “Exclusion Criteria”,296

“Primary Outcome Measures” and “Secondary Outcome Measures”. For trial paper data,297

each paper contains “Title”, “Abstract” and full text (if any).298

Creating TrialInstruct dataset299

The aim of constructing TrialInstruct is to provide Panacea with the ability to follow300

human instructions, especially in clinical trial domains.301

Trial search Trial search includes query generation and query expansion. To construct302

instruction data for query generation, we leverage GPT-3.5 to generate 2,161 samples for303

training and 925 for the test. Specifically, we first manually construct 20 seed data about304

query generation customized for clinicaltrial.gov database API, and then leverage GPT-3.5305

to generate the data. We will remove data similar to the original data and add them to the306
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seed dataset to repeat the above process (see prompt in Supplementary Figure 6). In307

the final stage, we send requests with these generated data to the clinicaltrial.gov database308

and remove those without any search results. For query expansion data curation, we turn to309

the mesh terms section in clinicaltrial.gov documents. Each document contains synonymous310

mesh terms. We keep five terms for each document as input and the others as output.311

For example, the input mesh terms are Gastroenteritis, Gastrointestinal Diseases, Digestive312

System Diseases, Colonic Diseases, Intestinal Diseases, Pathologic Processes, while the output313

terms are Inflammatory Bowel Diseases, Ulcer, Anti-Bacterial Agents, and Vancomycin. We314

select documents before 2023-01-01 for training and after 2023-01-01 for test. We finally315

obtained 50k training data and 2,500 test data.316

Trial summarization Trial summarization contains single-trial and multi-trial summariza-317

tion. To curate single-trial summarization data, we leverage clinicaltrial.gov documents.318

Specifically, the brief summary section serves as the output and the other parts serve as319

the input. We finally have 5k training data (before 2023-01-01) and 1k test data (after320

2023-01-01). For the multi-trial summarization data curation, we derived our dataset from321

Cochrane dataset of systematic reviews,46 i.e., we only selected data pairs containing clinical322

trial papers. Specifically, each multi-trial summarization data contains a PMID set and a323

review paper. The review is a high-level conclusion from papers in the PMID set. The data324

curation process started with the matching between the PMID sets and all the trial paper325

PMIDs in TrialAlign. We select those data pairs with at least three trial-related papers in326

the PMID set. We finally constructed 2,029 samples for training and 252 for test, derived327

from the Cochrane dataset’s training and validation sets due to the missing test labels in the328

original Cochrane dataset.329

Trial design We construct multi-turn conversation data for trial design due to the difficulty330

of one-turn design, even for frontier models like GPT-4.6 Such conversation format data are331

more realistic and benefit users to get more accurate designs as conversations progress. To332

construct these conversation data, we focus on trial documents in clinicaltrial.gov and adopt333

a two-stage strategy to construct the conversation data. For criteria design, we first input334

criteria and trial setup, which contains title, conditions, drugs, and phase, to ask GPT-3.5 to335

output the reasons for designing those criteria one by one. In the second stage, we input the336

criteria, and reasons generated in the first stage, and trial setup, to ask GPT-3.5 to construct337

multi-turn conversation data (see Supplementary Figure 7). This can ensure that GPT-338

3.5 generated trial part data is actual. Likewise, for study arm design, we input study arms,339

criteria, and trial setup. In the second stage, we collect the generated conversation data340

given the study arms, reasons, criteria, and trial setup (see Supplementary Figure 8). For341

outcome measures, the input in the first stage is outcome measures, study arms, criteria, and342

trial setup, while the input in the second stage is outcome measures, reasons, study arms,343

criteria, and trial setup (see Supplementary Figure 9). We use trial documents from344

clinicaltrial.gov to construct these data, before 2023-01-01 for training and after 2023-01-01345

for testing. We finally obtained 35,951 and 549 for the criteria design’s training and test set,346

53,548 and 549 for the study arm design, and 44,809 and 549 for the outcome measure design.347

Patient-trial matchingWe converted existing representative patient-trial matching datasets348

into instruction format, i.e., SIGIR31 and TREC 202130 cohorts. Each instruction data of349

patient-trial matching follows the structure: “Instruction”, “One-shot demonstration”, “Input350

patient notes”, “Input Criteria” and “Output trial-level eligibility”, as illustrated in Supple-351

mentary Figure 10. We split the TREC 2021 into the training (28,406 samples) and test352

sets (7,424 samples), and all SIGIR data serves as the test set (3,869 samples). Specifically,353

the patient-criteria pairs of 80% of patients in TREC 2021 formed into the training set, while354

those pairs of the remaining 20% of patients in TREC 2021 are test data. For evaluation, we355

trained our Panacea on the training set derived from TREC 2021 and evaluated on the test356
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set of TREC 2021 and all data in SIGIR.357

Creating TrialPanorama benchmark358

We built the first large-scale benchmark TrialPanorama, including eight tasks in clinical trials.359

The training and test data constructed in the previous section are viewed as the benchmark360

data. We evaluated the models on TrialPanorama to assess each model’s performance across361

different clinical trial tasks.362

Details of Panacea model363

In this section, we detail the techniques in Panacea, including the alignment and instruction364

finetuning steps.365

Alignment We built on the Mistral-7B-Base model27 in this study. After parameter initial-366

ization, Panacea was trained on the 1.8M TrialAlign data. We trained the model using the367

AdamW optimizer47 with a batch size 512 for one epoch. We adopted a cosine learning rate368

scheduler with a peak learning rate 2× 10−6 and 10% warm-up steps. We set max sequence369

length as 8192 tokens. To improve training speed and optimize the memory, we adopted370

DeepSpeed ZeRO-348 and FlashAttention-249 strategies. After the alignment process, we ob-371

tain the Panacea-Base model. During the alignment step, Panacea was trained on 4 Nvidia372

A100 80G for four days.373

Instruction tuning We further finetuned Panacea-Base on the TrialInstruct datasets,374

leading to the Panacea model. We trained our Panacea for one epoch with a batch size 256.375

Similar to the alignment step, we also leveraged a cosine learning rate scheduler with a peak376

learning rate as 2 × 10−5 and 10% warm-up steps. The max sequence length is set as 2048.377

Deep ZeRO-3 and FlashAttention-2 techniques are also adopted in the instruction tuning378

phase.379

Details of experiments on trial search380

In the trial search experiments, we focused on optimizing Panacea for two tasks: query gen-381

eration and query expansion (see Supplementary Figure 11). These two tasks are pivotal382

for enhancing the efficiency and precision of searches within large clinical trial databases.383

Query generation in this context essentially functions as a Named Entity Recognition384

(NER) task where the model identifies and categorizes key pieces of information from the385

trial descriptions relevant to user queries. To facilitate the generation of structured queries in386

a JSON format, we employed a specialized tool called JsonFormer.50 This tool is instrumental387

in guiding the model to generate content for each key in the JSON structure sequentially.388

Once the JSON format is generated, it is automatically converted into a Search Expression389

using a rule-based system. The conversion rules are straightforward: within the same key,390

terms are combined using the OR operator, and between different keys, the terms are combined391

using the AND operator. This structured approach ensures that the generated queries are392

precise and align well with the syntactical requirements of the search engines used in clinical393

trial databases.394

For the query expansion task, this process enhances the original query by adding seman-395

tically related terms, thereby broadening the search scope to include relevant trials that may396

not use the exact phrasing of the original query terms. Panacea was trained to suggest addi-397

tional keywords based on the initial input terms. The model learned to recognize and predict398

related terms that could be associated with the initial query, expanding the search breadth399

effectively.400
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Details of experiments on trial summarization401

The experiments on trial summarization were designed to test Panacea’s capabilities in con-402

densing complex clinical trial information into succinct summaries. This component of our403

research focused on two specific tasks: single-trial summarization and multi-trial summariza-404

tion (see Supplementary Figure 12).405

To evaluate summarization tasks, we propose a novel metric based on Claude 3. We use406

Claude 3 to decide whether the model-generated summarization and the ground truth sum-407

marization studied the same problem and made the same conclusion, following prompts in408

Supplementary Figure 1 and 2. Specifically, Claude 3 directly outputs the goal align-409

ment results for each test sample. For conclusion consistency, we first use Claude to evaluate410

model-generated summaries and ground truth summaries, respectively. Then, we calculate411

the matching accuracy between the model-generated summarization and ground truth sum-412

marization.413

Details of experiments on clinical trial design414

In our experimental setup for evaluating the Panacea model’s capabilities in clinical trial415

design, we utilized a multi-turn conversation format for the test data. This format consists416

of sequential (user, chatbot) pairs, reflecting a realistic interaction scenario where the model,417

acting as a chatbot, responds to user queries about designing a trial. The initial three rounds418

usually provide essential background information related to the trial design, such as the trial’s419

objectives, target population, and key endpoints. These initial conversations set the stage for420

the more complex interactions that follow. Starting from the fourth round of conversation, the421

model is tasked with predicting the chatbot’s responses based on the cumulative conversation422

history, which tests the model’s ability to maintain context and continuity over successive423

interactions.424

To ensure the reliability of the experimental results and prevent the propagation of errors425

through the conversation chain, a teaching forcing strategy was implemented: regardless of the426

model’s output in any given round, the subsequent round’s input incorporates the groundtruth427

from the previous rounds rather than the model-generated responses. This method allows the428

model to be evaluated on its ability to adhere closely to a scientifically valid trial design path429

without being influenced by potential errors in its previous outputs.430

To assess the relevance between models’ designed trials and ground truth, we employ431

Claude 3 to calculate clinical relevance. Specifically, we input each model’s output and the432

ground truth into Claude 3 to determine the relevance of the information generated by the433

model compared to the ground truth. The inputs to Claude 3 for clinical relevance evaluation434

are detailed in Supplementary Figures 3, 4, and 5, respectively. When a model’s outputs435

are relevant to the ground truth, Claude will output a 1; otherwise, it outputs a 0. We then436

calculate the clinical relevance using the following formula:437

Clinical relevance =

∑
(Relevance scores)

N
(1)

Here, “Relevance scores” refer to the series of 1s and 0s output by Claude 3 for each comparison438

between a model’s output and the ground truth. N is the total number of outputs evaluated.439

This proportion reflects the percentage of times the model’s output was deemed clinically440

accurate relative to the ground truth, quantifying the frequency at which the model produces441

clinically relevant information.442
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Details of experiments on patient-trial matching443

In the patient-trial matching experiments, we employed a distinctive approach to training444

the Panacea model, focusing not on utilizing the entirety of the training data but rather on445

a selected subset. Initially, all available training data was subjected to a filtering process446

with Claude 3 Haiku. This involved predicting responses for each instance in the training447

set. Only those instances where Claude 3 Haiku’s predictions were accurate were retained for448

further processing. The rationale was to ensure that the model was learning from correctly449

reasoned examples and that the training data was high quality. The responses generated by450

Claude 3 Haiku, which correctly matched the groundtruth data, were then used as the new451

training corpus for Panacea. This step was crucial because the standard training datasets452

for patient-trial matching typically include labels indicating eligible or excluded but lack a453

detailed reasoning process for these outcomes. By incorporating Claude 3 Haiku’s responses,454

which involve step-by-step reasoning based on the input data, we injected reasoning capabil-455

ities into Panacea during the training process. Through this innovative training approach,456

Panacea showed superior performance in patient-trial matching tasks. The ability to rea-457

son and logically process eligibility criteria translated into higher accuracy and reliability in458

matching patients to appropriate trials. The evaluation prompt for patient-trial matching can459

be seen in Supplementary Figure 10.460

The patient-trial matching is a three-class classification task for both SIGIR and TREC2021461

datasets. Three classes for SIGIR are: 0) Would not refer this patient for this clinical trial;462

1) Would consider referring this patient to this clinical trial upon further investigation; and463

2) Highly likely to refer this patient for this clinical trial, while TREC2021 has: 0) Excluded464

(patient meets inclusion criteria, but is excluded on the grounds of the trial’s exclusion cri-465

teria); 1) Not relevant (patient does not have sufficient information to qualify for the trial);466

and 2) Eligible (patient meets inclusion criteria and exclusion criteria do not apply).467

Code and data availability468

The TrialAlign data for the alignment step, the TrialInstruct data for the instruction469

tuning step, and the TrialPanorama benchmark data are available at https://figshare.470

com/articles/dataset/TrialAlign/25989403, https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.471

25990090.v1, and https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.25990075, respectively. Panacea472

code is available at https://github.com/linjc16/Panacea.473
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Please evaluate the following generated summaries based on the given criteria. Assign a 
score from 0 to 1 for each criterion, where 0 indicates the lowest performance and 1 
indicates a higher level of performance.

[Groundtruth Summary]
{groundtruth}
[End of Groundtruth Summary]
[Generated Summary]
{input}
[End of Generated Summary]

Evaluation Criteria:
Goal Alignment:
Score 0: The goals described in both summaries are completely different.
Score 1: The goals described have partial overlap or similarity.

After assessing each criterion, provide a brief explanation for each score. Finally, summa-
rize your scores in the following format for clarity:
Goal Alignment: 0

Claude 3 evaluation for single-trial summarization

Summary: {input}
Based on this summary, is this trial study effective or not.
If effective, output 1, otherwise output 0.
Directly output the number.
Output:

Supplementary Figure 1: Prompt for evaluation metrics on single-trial summarization.
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Please evaluate the following generated summaries based on the given criteria. Assign a 
score 0 or 1 for each criterion, where 0 indicates the lowest performance and 1 indicates 
a higher level of performance.

[Generated Summary]
{input}
[End of Generated Summary]

[Groundtruth Summary]
{groundtruth}
[End of Groundtruth Summary]

Evaluation Criteria:
Topic Alignment:
Whether the topic in generated summary is similar to the groundtruth summary. If similar, 
output 1; otherwise, output 0.

After assessing each criterion for the score. Finally, summarize your scores in the follow-
ing format for clarity:
Topic Alignment: 0. Only output the number without explanation.

Claude 3 evaluation for multi-trial summarization

Summary: {input}
Based on this input summary, is there enough evidence or not. 
If enough, output 1, otherwise output 0.
Directly output the number.
Output:

Supplementary Figure 2: Prompt for evaluation metrics on multi-trial summarization.
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Act as an impartial judge and evaluate whether the criteria mentioned in a model's output 
are present in the full list of the groundtruth criteria. 
Output '1' or '0', where '1' means the criteria mentioned in the model's output are fully 
included in the groundtruth criteria list, and '0' means the criteria from the model's output 
are not included in the groundtruth. 
You should provide an explanation for the evaluation. 

Example:
[Model Output]
Excellent! Moving on to the third criterion, I propose "Ability to provide written informed 
consent." Informed consent is a fundamental ethical requirement in clinical research. 
Participants must fully understand the trial and voluntarily agree to participate.
[End of Model Output]
[Groundtruth Criteria list]
Inclusion Criteria:~Age between 18 and 120 years at time of consent~Ability to speak and 
understand English~Clinical stage I, II or IIIa NSCLC~Candidate for RTS segmentecto-
my, as determined by the operating surgeon~Exclusion Criteria:~Anticoagulation with 
inability to cease anticoagulant therapy prior to surgery~Incurable coagulopathy~System-
ic vascular disease or vasculitis~Not a candidate for RTS segmentectomy
[End of Groundtruth Criteria]
Match prediction: 0

Now, evaluate the following model output and groundtruth criteria list. 
You should first output the 'match prediction' at the beginning of the response by `Match 
prediction: `, e.g., `Match prediction: 1`. Then, Provide an explanation for your evaluation. 

[Model Output]
{model_output}
[End of Model Output]

[Groundtruth Criteria list]
{groundtruth}
[End of Groundtruth Criteria]

Input to Claude 3 for clinical relevance evaluation (Criteria Design)

Supplementary Figure 3: Prompt used to calculate clinical relevance for criteria design.
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Act as an impartial judge and evaluate whether the study arms mentioned in a model's 
output are present in the full table of groundtruth study arms. 
Output '1' or '0', where '1' means the study arms mentioned in the model's output are fully 
included in the groundtruth study arm table, and '0' means the study arms from the 
model's output are not included in the groundtruth. 
You should provide an explanation for the evaluation.

Example:
[Model Output]
The placebo comparator arm, which we'll call "Control: Placebo," will also include obese 
subjects with Type 2 Diabetes at risk of Nonalcoholic Steatohepatitis. Participants in this 
arm will receive a placebo, which will be designed to mimic the appearance of the active 
treatment but will not contain any active drug. The primary purpose of this arm is to 
compare the safety and efficacy of HU6 to the placebo, to determine if any observed 
effects are due to the active treatment or could be attributed to other factors.
[End of Model Output]
[Groundtruth Study Arm]
| Participant Group/Arm | Intervention/Treatment |
| --- | --- |
| Experimental: Active Treatment: HU6 Planned doses of HU6<br> | Drug: HU6<br>* HU6 
is being evaluated for its efficacy in improving liver fat content in obese subjects with 
Type 2 Diabetes at risk of Nonalcoholic Steatohepatitis (NASH)<br>|
| Placebo Comparator: Placebo Comparator Non-active study drug<br> | Other: Place-
bo<br>* Placebo<br>|
[End of Groundtruth Study Arm]
Match prediction: 1

Now, evaluate the following model output and groundtruth study arm table. You should 
first output the 'match prediction' at the beginning of the response by Match prediction: , 
e.g., Match prediction: 1. Then, provide an explanation for your evaluation. 

[Model Output]
{model_output}
[End of Model Output]

[Groundtruth Study Arm]
{groundtruth}
[End of Groundtruth Study Arm]

Input to Claude 3 for clinical relevance evaluation (Study Arms)

Supplementary Figure 4: Prompt used to calculate clinical relevance for study arms.
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Act as an impartial judge and evaluate whether the outcome measures mentioned in a model's output are present in the full 
table of groundtruth outcome measures. 
Output '1' or '0', where '1' means the outcome measures mentioned in the model's output are fully included in the groundtruth 
outcome measures table, and '0' means the outcome measures from the model's output are not included in the groundtruth. 
You should provide an explanation for the evaluation.

Example:
[Model Output]
Absolutely. To measure the recruitment rate, we can track the number of participants who enroll in the study within a specified 
time frame. For this trial, we can monitor the recruitment rate up to 8 weeks after recruitment first opens. The goal is to achieve 
a recruitment rate of at least 70% to ensure the feasibility of conducting the full-scale trial.
[End of Model Output]

[Groundtruth Primary Outcome Measures]
| Outcome Measure | Measure Description | Time Frame |
| --- | --- | --- |
| Feasibility and safety | No adverse impacts of the study procedures on participants | Up to 3 weeks post-surgery | 
| Recruitment | Recruitment rate of at least 70% | Up to 8 weeks after recruitment first opens | 
| Randomization | Ability to randomize patients to one of two groups | Baseline | 
| Data collection of stapler reload model | Ability to collect the type of stapler reloads used | Up to 3 weeks post-surgery | 
| Data collection of stapler quantities | Ability to collect the number of stapler reloads used | Up to 3 weeks post-surgery | 
| Data collection of energy sealing data | Ability to collect the sealing time in seconds | Up to 3 weeks post-surgery | 
| Data collection of energy device data | Ability to collect the generator setting of the energy device | Up to 3 weeks post-surgery 
| 
[End of Groundtruth Primary Outcome Measures]

[Groundtruth Secondary Outcome Measures]
| Outcome Measure | Measure Description | Time Frame |
| --- | --- | --- |
| Adverse events (AEs) and complications | Short-term clinical outcomes, as measured by postoperative AEs and complications, 
will be recorded during patient follow-ups. | 3 weeks post-surgery | 
| Intraoperative costs of stapler or energy device use | Surgical device (stapler or energy) costs per surgery will be collected and 
evaluated in Canadian dollars. | Up to 3 weeks following hospital discharge | 
| Hospitalization costs based on length of hospital stay | Inpatient hospitalization costs per day following surgery will be collected 
in Canadian dollars. | From admission to discharge, up to 14 days |
[End of Groundtruth Secondary Outcome Measures]

Match prediction: 1

Now, evaluate the following model output and groundtruth outcome measures table. 
You should first output the 'match prediction' at the beginning of the response by `Match prediction: `, e.g., `Match prediction: 1`. 
Then, provide an explanation for your evaluation. 

[Model Output]
{model_output}
[End of Model Output]

[Groundtruth Primary Outcome Measures]
{prim_out_meas}
[End of Groundtruth Primary Outcome Measures]

[Groundtruth Secondary Outcome Measures]
{sec_out_meas}
[End of Groundtruth Secondary Outcome Measures]

Input to Claude 3 for clinical relevance evaluation (Outcome Measures)

Supplementary Figure 5: Prompt used to calculate clinical relevance for outcome measures.
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Your task is to create some search expressions. Each search expression is a string that 
contains one or more of the following fields: Condition, InterventionType, LeadSponsor-
Name, OverallStatus, Phase, StudyType, ResponsiblePartyInvestigatorFullName, NCTId, 
LocationCountry, StartDate, and CompletionDate. The search expression may contain 
multiple fields and each field may contain one or more values. 

Example: AREA[Condition]"Diabetes" AND AREA[InterventionType]"Behavioral" AND 
AREA[OverallStatus]"NOT YET RECRUITING" AND AREA[StudyType]"INTERVENTION-
AL". 

List of 10 generated search expressions:

GPT 3.5 prompt for generating query generation data

You are asked to generated a text-formatted query given a search expression used for 
searching clinical trials in a database.
The search expression is a string that contains one or more of the following fields: 
Condition, InterventionType, LeadSponsorName, OverallStatus, Phase, StudyType, 
ResponsiblePartyInvestigatorFullName, NCTId, LocationCountry, StartDate, and Comple-
tionDate. The search expression may contain multiple fields and each field may contain 
multiple values.
The generated query should contain the information from the search expression in a 
human-readable format. The query can be converted back to the search expression. The 
generated query should imitate user's natural language and be as informative as possi-
ble. The generated query style should be diverse.

Search expression: {search_expression}
Generated query:

Supplementary Figure 6: Prompt used to construct query generation task data with GPT-3.5.
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Given the information below about a clinical trial, please analyze and provide reasons for 
the design of each criterion listed under the "Criteria" section. For each criterion (both 
inclusion and exclusion criteria), explain why it is reasonable and necessary for the goals 
and structure of this trial.

Title: {brief_title}
Official Title: {official_title}
Conditions: {conditions}
Intervention / Treatment: {interventions}
Study Type: {study_type}
Phase: {phase}
Brief Summary: {brief_summary}
Criteria: {eligibility_criteria} 

GPT 3.5 prompt for generating criteria design data

Given the information below about a clinical trial, please generate multi-turn conversation 
data used for training models. The generated conversation should revolve around criteria 
design, including the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Moreover, the generated conversa-
tion should contain interactions between users and chatbots: most of the time, chatbot 
gives advice on criteria design; when there is something needed to be clarified, users can 
provide some ideas to the chatbot. Also, somethimes when chatbot asks the user for 
ideas, the user may have no idea and then chatbot should give some suggestions. In 
such way, they complete the design of all of the criteria one by one and step by step. 

Below is the information about the clinical trial:
Title: {brief_title}
Official Title: {official_title}
Conditions: {conditions}
Intervention / Treatment: {interventions}
Study Type: {study_type}
Phase: {phase}
Brief Summary: {brief_summary}
Criteria: {eligibility_criteria}
Reasons for the design of each criterion: {reasons generated above}

Now generate the conversation data for the design of the criteria. The information the 
user should implicitly provide includes the following: Title, Conditions, Intervention / 
Treatment, Study Type, Phase. In the final part of the conversation, the conversation 
should output the full criteria provided above. Note that all the information in output full 
criteria can be exactly found from the conversation. Note that you should fully leverage 
the reasons provided for the design of each criterion in some smart way to generate the 
conversation data. The role in the generated conversation should be "User" and "Chat-
bot".  

Supplementary Figure 7: Prompt for generating criteria design conversation data.
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Given the information below about a clinical trial, please analyze and provide reasons for 
the design of each study arms listed under the "Study Arms" section. For each study arm, 
focus on Participant Group/Arm, Intervention/Treatment, and so on. Explain why they are 
reasonable and necessary for the goals and structure of this trial.

Title: {brief_title}
Official Title: {official_title}
Conditions: {conditions}
Intervention / Treatment: {interventions}
Study Type: {study_type}
Phase: {phase}
Brief Summary: {brief_summary}
Criteria: {eligibility_criteria} 
Study Arms: {arms_and_interventions}

GPT 3.5 prompt for generating study arm design data

Given the information below about a clinical trial, please generate multi-turn conversation 
data used for training models. The generated conversation should revolve around study 
arm design, including the participant group/arm and intervention/treatment. Moreover, the 
generated conversation should contain interactions between users and chatbots: most of 
the time, chatbot gives advice on study arm design; when there is something needed to 
be clarified, users can provide some ideas to the chatbot. Also, somethimes when chatbot 
asks the user for ideas, the user may have no idea and then chatbot should give some 
suggestions. In such way, they complete the design of all of the study arms one by one 
and step by step. 

Below is the information about the clinical trial:
Title: {brief_title}
Official Title: {official_title}
Conditions: {conditions}
Intervention / Treatment: {interventions}
Study Type: {study_type}
Phase: {phase}
Brief Summary: {brief_summary}
Criteria: {eligibility_criteria}
Study Arms: {arms_and_interventions}
Reasons for the design of each study arm: {reasons generated above}

Now generate the conversation data for the design of the study arms. The information the 
user should provide at the beginning of the conversation includes the following: Title, 
Conditions, Intervention / Treatment, Study Type, Phase, Criteria, Design Details and so 
on.In the final part of the conversation, the conversation should output the full study arms 
provided above. Note that all the information in output full study arms can be exactly 
found from the conversation. Note that you should fully leverage the reasons provided for 
the design of each study arm in some smart way to generate the conversation data. Note 
that the user\'s aim is to design the study arms, and the chatbot should provide some 
advice and suggestions. The role in the generated conversation should be "User" and 
"Chatbot". 

Supplementary Figure 8: Prompt for generating study arm design conversation data.
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Given the information below about a clinical trial, please analyze and provide reasons for 
the design of each outcome measure listed under the "Primary Outcome Measure" and 
"Second Outcome Measure" sections. For each outcome measure, focus on Outcome 
Measure, Measure Description, Time Frame, and so on. Explain why they are reasonable 
and necessary for the goals and structure of this trial.

Title: {brief_title}
Official Title: {official_title}
Conditions: {conditions}
Intervention / Treatment: {interventions}
Study Type: {study_type}
Phase: {phase}
Brief Summary: {brief_summary}
Criteria: {eligibility_criteria}
Study Arms: {arms_and_interventions}
Design Details: {design_details}
Primary Outcome Measure: {primary_outcome_measures}
Second Outcome Measure: {secondary_outcome_measures} 

GPT 3.5 prompt for generating ourcome measure design data

Given the information below about a clinical trial, please generate multi-turn conversation data used for training 
models. The generated conversation should revolve around outcome measure design, including the primary 
and secondary outcome measures. For each outcome measure, focus on Outcome Measure, Measure 
Description, Time Frame, and so on. Moreover, the generated conversation should contain interactions between 
users and chatbots: most of the time, chatbot gives advice on outcome measure design; when there is 
something needed to be clarified, users can provide some ideas to the chatbot. Also, somethimes when chatbot 
asks the user for ideas, the user may have no idea and then chatbot should give some suggestions. In such 
way, they complete the design of all of the outcome measures one by one and step by step. 

Below is the information about the clinical trial:
Title: {brief_title}
Official Title: {official_title}
Conditions: {conditions}
Intervention / Treatment: {interventions}
Study Type: {study_type}
Phase: {phase}
Brief Summary: {brief_summary}
Criteria: {eligibility_criteria}
Design Details: {design_details}
Study Arms: {arms_and_interventions}
Primary Outcome Measure: {primary_outcome_measures}
Second Outcome Measure: {secondary_outcome_measures}
Reasons for the design of each outcome measure: {reasons generated above}

Now generate the conversation data for the design of the outcome measures. The information the user should 
implicitly provide includes the following: Title, Conditions, Intervention / Treatment, Study Type, Phase, Criteria, 
Design Details, Study Arms and so on. In the final part of the conversation, the conversation should output full 
outcome measures provided above, including primary outcome measures and secondary outcome measures. 
Note that all the information in output full outcome measures can be exactly found from the conversation. Note 
that you should fully leverage the reasons provided for the design of each outcome measure in some smart way 
to generate the conversation data. Note that the user\'s aim is to design the outcome measures, and the chatbot 
should provide some advice and suggestions.The role in the generated conversation should be "User" and 
"Chatbot".

Supplementary Figure 9: Prompt for generating outcome measure design conversation data.
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Hello. You are a helpful assistant for clinical trial recruitment. Your task is to compare a 
given patient note and the inclusion criteria of a clinical trial to determine the patient's 
eligibility. The factors that allow someone to participate in a clinical study are called 
inclusion criteria. They are based on characteristics such as age, gender, the type and 
stage of a disease, previous treatment history, and other medical conditions.
 
The assessment of eligibility has a three-point scale: 0) Excluded (patient meets inclusion 
criteria, but is excluded on the grounds of the trial's exclusion criteria); 1) Not relevant 
(patient does not have sufficient information to qualify for the trial); and 2) Eligible (patient 
meets inclusion criteria and exclusion criteria do not apply).
You should make a trial-level eligibility on each patient for the clinical trial, i.e., output the 
scale for the assessment of eligibility. 

Here is an example patient note: Patient is a 45-year-old man with a history of anaplastic 
astrocytoma of the spine complicated by severe lower extremity weakness and urinary 
retention s/p Foley catheter, high-dose steroids, hypertension, and chronic pain. The 
tumor is located in the T-L spine...
Here is an example clinical trial: 
Title: Is the Severity of Urinary Disorders Related to Falls in People With Multiple Sclero-
sis
Target diseases: Fall, Multiple Sclerosis, Lower Urinary Tract Symptoms
Interventions: Clinical tests
Summary: Falls are a common problem in people with multiple sclerosis (PwMS) and can 
lead to severe consequences (trauma, fear of falling, reduction of social activities). 
Prevention of falls is one of the priority targets of rehabilitation for PwMS and walking 
difficulties, which can result of different factors (motor impairment, ataxia, sensitive 
disorders, fatigability…). Urinary incontinence has been evoked as predictive of falls. But 
lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTSs) are frequent in PwMS, the prevalence of LUTSs is 
high (32-96.8%) and increases with MS duration and severity of ...
Inclusion criteria: inclusion criteria: age ≥ 18 years, Multiple sclerosis (MS) diagnosis, 
Lower urinary tract symptoms with or without treatment, Expanded Disability Status Scale 
score between 1 and 6.5
Example trial-level eligibility: 0) Would not refer this patient for this clinical trial.

Here is the patient note: {patient_note}

Here is the clinical trial: {clinical_trial}

Let's think step by step. 
Finally, you should always repeat Trial-level eligibility in the last line by `Trial-level eligibili-
ty: `, e.g., `Trial-level eligibility: 2) Highly likely to refer this patient for this clinical trial.`.

Evaluation prompt for patient-trial matching  

Supplementary Figure 10: Prompt for evaluation on patient-trial matching.
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Given a query used for searching clinical trials in a database, conduct exact extracttion of 
related entities from the query and then generate a JSON object that can be used to 
query the database. If a field is not provided, leave it empty fiiled with 'N/A'.

Query: {query}

Output: 

Evaluation prompt for query generation

Given MeSH Terms used for searching clinical trials in a database, expand the input 
MeSH terms and then generate a JSON object that contains the expanded MeSH terms. 
Don't include the original MeSH terms in the expanded MeSH terms.

Input MeSH Terms: {mesh term list}

Expanded MeSH Terms:

Evaluation prompt for query expansion

Supplementary Figure 11: Prompt for evaluation on trial search.

Your task is to create a clear, concise, and accurate summary of the provided clinical trial 
document. The summary should capture the key aspects of the trial.
The output should only be the summarization of the given trial. Do not explain how you 
summarize it.

Input Text: {text}
Summary:

Evaluation prompt for single-trial summarization

Your task is to synthesize the key findings from a collection of study abstracts related to a 
specific clinical trial related research question.
Combine the insights from the provided abstracts into a cohesive summary. Your summa-
ry should integrate the findings rather than listing them separately. It's crucial to maintain 
the scientific integrity of the original studies while ensuring the summary is accessible and 
informative.
The output should only be the summary. Do not explain how you summarize it.

Study Abstracts: {titles and abstracts of multiple trial papers}
Summary:

Evaluation prompt for multi-trial summarization

Supplementary Figure 12: Prompt for evaluation on trial summarization.
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Supplementary Table 1: Statistics of TrialAlign.

Source # Total # Train (< 2023) # Test (≥ 2023)

ClinicalTrials.gov45 467,944 432,676 31,023
ChiCTR (China)51 76,186 65,181 11,005
EUCTR (EU)52 43,599 43,315 284
JRCT (Japan)53 64,650 60,645 4,005
ANZCTR (Australian New Zealand)54 24,657 23,374 1,283
ISRCTN.org55 24,174 22,966 1,208
ReBEC (Brazil)56 6,735 5,889 846
CRIS (Korea)57 8,953 8,428 525
DRKS (German)58 15,693 13,789 1,904
IRCT (Iran)59 37,782 34,097 3,685
TCTR (Thailand)60 8,649 7,443 1,206
LTR (Netherland)61 9,768 9,768 0
PACTR (Africa)62 4,047 3,848 199
SLCTR (Sri Lanka)63 442 421 21

Trial Papers (Embase64 + PubMed65) 1,113,207 1,113,207 -
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